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Abstract
One challenging problem with light field video editing is the dreadful volume of data
to process. Image and video processing frequently rely on over-segmentation methods to
reduce the computational burden of subsequent editing tasks. In this paper, we present the
first approach for video light field over-segmentation called dynamic super-rays, which
can be seen as temporally and angularly consistent superpixels. Our algorithm is memory
efficient and fast. The results show timing close to editing time by leveraging GPU
computational power.
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Introduction

A light field is a description of the flow of light from and towards every direction in space. In
most cases, it is captured by imaging a region of interest from varying viewpoints, yielding
in a highly-redundant multiview scene representation. Because of this, a light field enables
advanced processing such as depth estimation, refocusing, parallax shift, or super-resolution.
The acquisition of such content is typically done with 3 classes of devices. Plenoptic cameras
[18, 24] use a microlens array in front of a camera sensor to re-arrange by direction the
light rays coming from the camera main lens. Camera arrays [40] are composed of a rig of
cameras, often organized on a regular grid. Finally, camera gantries (e.g. Stanford gantry
[33]) have a mechanical system to move a single camera along a plane, taking photos at
regular intervals. Despite being aimed at different applications and having quite diverse
spatial and angular resolutions, the content captured by these devices is often described using
a representation called lumigraph [12], which describes all light rays as a set of views taken
with a regular baseline on a single plane.
Currently, most of light field content available is static. This is perhaps due to the difficulties of capturing a dynamic light field for either of the aforementioned devices. Specifically, camera gantries are by design unable to record dynamic light fields, and the available
plenoptic cameras are either limited to static acquisition (e.g. [19]) or cannot easily produce
a lumigraph (e.g. type 2 plenoptic cameras [26]). Camera arrays require a synchronized
camera acquisition system, which is a real technical challenge. However, latest advances in
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